May Beer & Boulders at Momentum
Hosted by W.G. Clark Consturction
Converting this space to a multi-use climbing gym posed
some unusual challenges. W. G. Clark was able to completely gut and retrofit the building as well as add a 60’
clerestory ceiling to accommodate the climbing structures all during “adverse weather conditions”.

June Summertime Happy Hour With Creoworks & Bounty
Kitchen
Hosted by Creoworks with Bounty Kitchen and Graham
Baba Architects

20

3

Members $35
General $45

Join us for an evening of delicious food, drinks, and discussion of restaurant design & fabrication in this inviting,
modern, healthy, neighborhood hub.

Members $25
General $35

At this event you’ll get a behind the scenes look at the
gym and an opportunity to try your hand at bouldering
before enjoying a tasty brew and learning about all that
goes into building such a unique space.

June Cocktails on the Canal
Hosted by SABArchitects and Westlake Consulting
Group

27

SABArchitects and Westlake Consulting Group are
pleased to invite you to our scenic Fremont Canal offices
for a discussion on the intricacies of reinventing historic
spaces while championing client needs.

May Queen Anne Modern
Hosted by Graham Baba Architects and Heidi Beck

7

Join the architect and host to hear about the inspiration
and process behind the design of this unique Graham
Baba home. The Beck residence is a modern and airy example of contemporary Pacific Northwest Style inspired
by the surrounding landscape and views.

Members $60
General $70

Members $30
General $40

July Craft and the art of Collaboration
Hosted by Collaborative Co.

11

Celebrate Seattle’s rich history of craftsmanship in the
former workspace of the influential Gulassa & Company
where David Gulassa forged a unique design aesthetic by
adhering to authentic materials, uncluttered by ornamentation. Collaborative Co, the new inhabitants of this
space located along the historic Fremont Cut, invite you
to explore the history and legacy of Gulassa & Company
and continue the story that those passionate artisans
began.

May Reduce, Reuse, Rebar: Tour of Nucor Steel Mill
Hosted by Nucor Steel

10

Join us in “Little Pittsburg” for a tour of NUCOR’s mill and
learn about the fiery work of metal processing. We’ll don
safety suits and steel ourselves with some tasty donuts
before forging onto the manufacturing floor.

Members $25
General $35

Members $35
General $45

Jul

20
Jun Sketch Picnic at the Quad With Goodspeed Architecture
Hosted by Jim Goodspeed of Goodspeed Architecture

15

Join us in the beautiful serenity of the UW Liberal Arts
Quad while learning the art of sketching. SAF’s very own
tour guide Jim Goodspeed (of Goodspeed Architecture)
will be leading the way and covering concepts such as
composition, perspective, shade, shadow and other
techniques.

Members $30
General $40

Members $25
General $35

Exclusive Tour of Harlan Thomas Residence
Hosted by EK Group, Edward Krigsman
Explore the personal residence of Harlan Thomas, one of
Seattle’s most prolific early architects. Whether you’re a
long-time mossback or a casual Seattle tourist the chances are you’re familiar with the work of Thomas (1870 –
1953). Thomas is known for the iconic Pike Place Corner
Market Building, as well as the Sorrento and Chelsea
hotels and Harborview Hospital.

Jun Glassworks: Architectural Art Glass
Hosted by Glassworks and Sandler Architects

19

Members $40
General $45

Explore a dazzling architectural element with a behind
the scenes tour of Glassworks’ studio where function
and beauty are cast in glass. Enjoy an up-close look over
appetizers and drinks and hear how Sandler Architects
incorporates Glassworks into their designs, fusing Art
with Architecture.
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